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HIGHLIGHTS

'Dorm freshmen chooses UNC-G primarily. because of the appeal of programs in'their
i major. More than 90% of these freshmen have a choice '6f major when they enter
'college. About 65% of those who have decided on a major pre quite confident
that -they will stay with their decision.

1

Entering resident freshmen are influenced by a variety of factors in their
decision to attend UNC-G. FactorS listed as most influential were parents
(cited 6), 22Z of the respondenots), campus visits (19%), and4 high school counse-
lors (10). The most influential institutional-literature was the college
catalog-

s )

Two-thirds of the resident freshmen come ftom towns and small cities; 23% come
from majdr metropolitan, areas; 10%.are from rural areas.

.

Parents 'of the Majority of dorm freshmed are employed in white collar occupations.
Sixty-ttlo percent bf the fathers and sixty-nine perceht of the employed mothers
work ii'office jobs.

Nearly half of the resident freshmen are first generation college students.
'About iothird of the parents of. entering students have college degrees.

s

Fifty-leight percent of the resident freshmen reportedly graduated in the top
ten.pIrcent of their senior class.

Mok'e,than half of the resident freshmen are planning on four years of college.
An 'additional 40% want to go to graduate school.

A

- 3% of'the dorm freshmen attended racially segregated high schools.
About 30% graduated from schools where the majority race composed no more than
657 of the student population.

Forty-three percent of entering resident freshmen expect problems' with their
course work. On the other hand, about 40% cited academic work as. their greatest
Probable source of personal satisfaction.

- Students were given four personal philosophies of higher education and were
asked to designate which philosophy was most like their own, with the followings
results:

/

57%.chose collegiate (education is for social development) 4
26% chose vocational (education is for career training) '

13% chose academic (education is for the pursuit ofknowledge)
3% chose nonconformist (education is to promote social chaxitt)

Scale scores'comparing the four groups indicate that the vocational eoup has
the greatest dependence on family,'a lower level of cultural sophistication and
a lower family social status than the other groups. At the other extreme is the
nonconformist, who is quite independent o family and friends, more culturally
sophisticated and has'the least motivation or grades. Members of the collegiate
group haver the greatest dependence on frien andcome from famaies of higher
social status.

-S
- Scale scores suggest that entering women are ignificantly more dependent on their

families, have a highef level of social cons iousness and are more highly motivated
for grades than entering resident men.



INTRODUCTION
.

S

Information collected on4the 1312 freshNen who entered-the University of '

North Carolina at Greensboro inithe Fall of 1975 indicates that the average

freshman is 18 years of age and that 787 are female, 964 are single and 74Z

reside in dormitorfei. Such data are collected routinely on all students as

a condition of completing registration. Other items of information on entering

freshmen typically describe their academic potential - SAT scores, high school,
kr

grades and class rank - as part of the admissions process. Still other data

is seleetive'ly collected on incoming students who seek tq,prove financial eli-

gibility for student assistance. Yet the do4.graphic data gathered on entering

freshmen tell little about the interests, attitudes and expectations these

students have as they enter UN6-G.

The freshmen testing program initiated by the Office of Institutional Research

and the Counseling Center seeks to pFovide descriptions of student characteristics

which go beyond the demogiaOhic data routinely collected. The first testing

was administered during freshman orientation week. Entering students signed

up to take . the College Student Questionnaire and the Omnibus Personality Inventory.*

Students agreeing to participate were promised anonymity and a summary of OPI

results. They were also awarded a CSQ or OPI balloon for their "service" to social

1
A.

* The College Student Questionnaire (CSQ) contains 200 standard questions plus
nine local option questions which collect biographical and attitudinal information
on students. The"CSO has'tth:, parts: Part Lis given to entering freshmen to measure
student characteristics before college; Part II is administered at some subsequent
point in a stUdtrit's, career and focuses on the impact orcollege on students. The
value of the test is measurement of group characteristics and changes in groups over
time. It is not designed to provides valid data for individuals.

The Omnibus Personality Inventory (OPI) contains 385 true-false statements which
measure stUdents',,opinions. The items are combined to makt up fourteen scales
measuring individual social and emotional maturity, intellectual disposition, im-5 pulsiveness and masculine-feminine traits. The instrument is .useful for drawing
a personality profile and assessing attitude change in subsequent testing. The scales
must "be used in conjunction With eachsothei, not individually. Nodemographic data
is.collected, \

4 ia
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science research. Because paAicipation was voluntary, the sample was biased in

favor of.dOt-mitory sesidents. (See, discussion of sample in Appendix.) The response

Tate was adequate to make judgments about the opinions and attitudes of entering .

resident students, if not all entering freshmen. The following discussion of the

rSQ will consider only the sample of freshmen living in the dormitory. All non-

freshmen and non-dorm residents have been excluded, from the analysis so that

1
agu.

statements can be made with some confidence about the opinions, characteristics

and attitudes of the 74% of entering UNC-G freshmen who are dormitory residents.

-Three kinds of information are available from the CSQ, which has validity'for

groups of students but not necessarily for individuals. The first kind of infor-
..

nation comes directly from answers to the 209 question's on the, CSQ.k These unique

items give information ranging from size of home town to favorite type of reading.

The second kind of information available from the CSQ pulls together related items

into seven'scate scores to provide a cohesive, general description allowing analysts

to examine seven attributes rather than 209 bits of information. The seven scale

scores are: (1) Family Independence; (2) Peer Independence; (3) Liberalism;

(4) Social Consicence; (5) Cultural Sophistication; (6) Ittivation for Grades; and

(7) Family Social Status; A third kind of information the CaQ provides is national ,

data which permits comparison of UNC-G students to national norms on all items and

the scale scores. ThiS summary of the ca? data will examine some of the information

gained from vavious items on the questionnaire and will present scale scores'for

selected groups of students.

SECTION I: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

ur general questions can be asked of the CSQ data in an attemp4:--to describe

charact rstics"of,entering freshmen:

Why did students select UNC-G as their college?

, \\Z. What types of students are ateracted.to UNC-G?

3. What do students expect from their college experience?

4. t are the long-range plans of UVC-G Students?

.



SELECTION OF UNC-G,

The most frequently cited reason resident frehmen selected UNC-G for their

college was that UNC-G offered quality programs in their chosen field. ,Related

to this finding is the fact that over 90% of the entering freshmen had at least

a tentative'choice of a major when they enrolled in August.. Of.those,who had

chosen a major, 65% were fairly certain that they would not change their major

du'ring college,* The second most agreed upon reason for selecting UNC-G was the

academic reputation of this institution. Thus, purely academic reasons strongly

influenced the choices of nearly £07 of the dorm residents sampled. Situational

factors, such as the fact that UNC-G is relatively inexpensive or that the institution

is located in Greensboro, were cited by only a few respondents as primary reasons for

selecting UNC-6. Had the survey inclUded more town students, location and expense

would certainly have received higher ratings as reasons for coming here rather

than another, school.

The selection,process was further explored with two local option'questions:

(1) Who had the most influence on your decision to attend UNC-G?; and (2) What

printed material Exerted the most influence*on your choice of UNC-G. No single

element was clearly predominant as being the most influential factor in helping

freshmen decide on this school. Parental influence topped the list, but parentis

were cited by only 22% of the respondents as being.most influential. Furthermore,

only about 14% of the resident freshmen indicated that their parents had strong

feelings favoring their attending UNC-G. The parents of the other 86% either had

* Students were asked to rate their degree of,confidence in keeping theft
\*;choice of major on a scale of 1 ,to 10. Of those who had chosen a major 33 (Ex)

scored their confidence level 1 to 3 (low); 110 (27%) were in the 4 to 6 interval
(moderate); and 261 (65%) scored 7 or higher (high).

ti
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only a slight preference for UNC-G or were -indifferent about wherb their childre4

went to school. A visit to the campus was nearly-as influential a factor in

selecting UNC-G as was parental influence. Such Visits were the principal element

in helping about 197, of the respondents to make their decision. High school,

counselors were the third most prominent factor; they were cited as most influential

by 167 pf the freshmen-entering UNC-G. Publications from the University were much
6

less effective-in attracting students here than were --p.exsonal contacts`: Nearly

40% of the liespondents replied that material they received about UNC-G had no

bearing on their decision to enter. Of those who were influenced by publications,

the catalog was nearly a four to one favorite over brochures, official letters and

other types of material. However, the impact of publications in providing students

with information on which to make their decision is,obviously understated;

students selecting UNC-G for academic reasons must have been influenced to some

degree by institutional literature.

Investigation into the reasons dorm freshman'select UNC-G isolates some of the

factors which would undoubtedly influence commuters to attend. For many commuters,

UNC-G may be the only area institution offering a desired program. Thus, the

selection is made because all other alternatives are eliminated. By contrast, the

student who comes to GreensbOro and lives in university housing likely has other

options and is less influenced by location and convenience. Consequently, dorm

students' reasons for selectihg UNC-G measure the strengths and weaknesses of this

institution in competing with other schools for good students.

TYPE OF STUDENT ATTRACTED TO UNC-G

Two thirds of the students entering-the 1975 freshman class came to UNC-G

from towns and small cities of less than 50,0Wpopulatidn. About 19h of the
,

-students were from metropolitan suburbs and another ten percent came from rural areas.

Only four percent were from cities with more than 500,000 population. The typical
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parental family of entering freshmen has two

fathers work in white collar occupations and

C

ll
or three children. Most of the students'

nearly 80% of the students had mothers

who had been employed outside the home at some time.

FIGURE I

OCCUPATIONS. OF PARENTS OF ENTERING RESIDENT FRESHMEN

S

---
Lab'Si

Profes- 1 6.4

sional

II

8.9

.

Operator.

15.2

(

Profpssional I
14.4

e

.., Manager

18.0

_..-:----

. Laborer: Unskilled or farm worker
Operator: Semiskilled worker
Service Worker: Policeman, fireman, barber,

military noncommissioned- officer, -etc.
Craftsman: Skilled worker, plumber, car-

pentar, etc.
Manager: Owner of partner in small business,

lower level administrator, military com-
missioned officer, etc.

Professional I: Engineer, teacher, work
requiring a B.A.

3xecutive: Owner of large business, high
level administrator

Professional II: Work requiring graduate
degree, lawyer, doctOr, professor; etc.

.

i\
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By coming to UNC-G, over forty percent of the freshmen are exceeding the

educational level of their parents. The chart-below ill strates the educational

attainment of parents of entering resident freshmen.

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF PARENTS OF ENTERING FRESHMEN

Less than Hig
School

18.3

;Some Graduate
I .Work 16.7

\\ College Grad.

21.5

Less Than
High
chool I HighHigh //Some

I SchoolSchool ,'Graduate 12.2! GraduateGraduate Work
. 1

s 8.8 32.924.9.

\ -.... i College
Graduate

\\8.1
,,,,

Vocational /
N,

\\Business ; 22.9, Voc./'\School'
Some Bus. '..Some %.

College SchoolCollege

10.5

FATHER

15.6

. MOTHER

7.5

Parents are apparently encouragihg theie children topursue higher edUcation because

80% of the students indicated that Vheir parents considered-going to college very

important.

Almost without exception, entering freshmen are coming to college directly

from high school. Fewer than two percent had interrupted their education for a

period of work. The majority of ''students are from public high schoolswith100 or

alkmore in the graduating senior class. About a third of the students are from large
6

high schools' graduating more than 400 seniors and about 10 percent are from small

schools with fewer than 100 graduates. nearly all of the students came from high

schools wh ch were integrated to some degree. ,Sixty percent of the students

attended secondary schools where.the majoirrtS7;ace made up no'morq,than 65% of the

student population. Eleven students (2.5%) attended all white schools; none came

9
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from all black schools. About ten percent of the sample graduated from private

high schodls. More than half of the students reported that 50% or more of their

high school class were going to college.

%111 These students are;* according to their own reports, the cream of the crop.

Nearly a sixth of those in the sample graduated in the tors two percent of their

class. Fifty-eight.percent of the,dorm.freshmen were'in-./the top ten p-etcenL of NI,

their graduaking clads. jMbst freshmen '(807) believed that getting good grades Ao

is very important and in icated that their parents thought likewise. They tended

to see themselves as studying somewhat more than their classmates, thbugh 43%

thought they.studied\ess than friends During their senior year the freshmen

sampled spent an average of two to three hours a day watching television anq one

4
to two hours daily on homework. (This average includes 15% who never wato

4
hed

Xelevisioniand leo who pever did homework.) General fiction was the overwhelming.

favorite for leisure reading with mysteries and adventure stories a distant
c.

second choice.

Parents are the chief source of financial support for 64 %-of the entering
.

.
I

freshmen. About eleven percent are supported primarily by schdlarships. Only
I ---\

two percent a e dependent onjobs for support tough many more have jobs to
1

.

.

supplement t er sources of funds. More than half of the entering freshmen (57%)
a

\-
.-

are planning op four years of.college. Fewer than one percent plan to terminate

their education short of four years. (Empirical evidence suggests that these

students are verly optimistic. A recent retention study revealed that only

about 40% .f the freshmen entering,UNC-G in 1970 graduated in 1974.) The re-.

maining students are entering college with their sights set on-graduate school4

Twenty- even percent are planning a two-year stint and thirteen percent are
.

consid ring three or more years of post graduate training.

10
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STUDENT EXPECTATIONS

o
NStudents taking the CSQ were given.four sta tements of personal Philosophies

which correspond to the Clark-Trow typology of student subcultu * -The 4complete

CSQ statements-describing the subcultures are included in the ppendix. Tie
a

following is a condensed description of each subculture.

Vocational: Education it primarily for preparation for an
occupational future. ,Intellectual and social pursuits are
iMportant but secondary.

4. Academic: Education is for intellectual enrichment and the
scholarly pursuit of knowledge.

Collegiate: Social growth and &tvelopment are important
elements in one's education and essential to the cultivation ;

of the well-srounded person. Academic and vocational interests
are important but not paramount.

Non-Conformists: The search for personal identity and relevance
in life are often not compatible with the value orientations of
organized society. The student identifying with this group is
often cOntemptUous of professional or business pursuits, college

.traditions and the establishment.

The following table compares how UNC-G students and students entering public

and private universities nationwide assigned tiomselves to the four subcultures.

IDENTIFICATION WITH STUDENT SUBCULTURES

UNC-G

Percent N

National**

N
"f.

Percept
., .

Vocational . 118 26.4 , 1236 23.0 .

')
,

Academic 60 13.4 860 Y 16.0,

Collegiate 255;1 57.0 '2742 51.0
0 .

Non-Conformist 14 3.1 376. 7.0 '

o .
o . 0

O
a k

1,0
* For a discussiki of the Clark-Trow IWslogyi see'David Gottlieb and Benjamin

Hodgkins, '6College Stuifentepubcultures;" in Yathamotop, edl Thg College Stet-tient and His
Culture: An Aria s s (Boston:, Houghton Miffain, 19(18), pp. 238-255.

.
: 0

CP** Inst1 allkeseanch Program for Higher Edtcation, CSQ Comparati;K Data0
, - (Princeton: E cation Testing Service, 1971) p. 21. o ,,

.,1,--._

- 90

0 ....1
.

.

t, , z ii_ ft 'to,

ge 6 .°. ..
,

6. .



More students taking the CSQ have identified witiSthe collegiate subculture

than 4,itli any other group.** Research literature concerning college students.

indicates that personal philosophies students btingto.campus half& a Marked in-
0 1

Iluence upon student'expecta(lons of college life. 'Therefore the analysis of

,student characteristics by the four subcultures can offer insight in the study

of student expectations alld perfOrmance.

Student attitudes on academic matters suggest that entering,dorm freshmen.

lack sophistication in their approach to their studies. Students expressed a '.., \ 4 %.

(

preference for diScus§ion classes over lectures by nearly a four-to-one ratio,
o

yet most of them (63/),prefer objective to essay-type examinations. They prefer

structured class'work to independent study but believe that students should be
I

given great freedom of choice rather then allowing faculty direction over their

academic work. Students are almost evenly split on whether or not they enjoy

doing original research: 52% dislike such work and 48% enjoy it.

When the same items are analyzed in terms of the three primary student

subcultures, the academic preferences of students, are less ambiguous. Of the

three groups, students advocating an academic orientation to eduCation.had the

strongest preferences for Independent class work essay exams, discussion classes

and original research. They also adhered most strongly to the contention that

the faculty should dECide what courses are required in a given field of study.

The distribution of responses for those believing the value of education is

for occup?tional preparation indicates a contrasting view towards academic work.

The occupationally -orien students expressed strongest preferences for structured

class work, objective exams a d lectUre -classes, they indicated the strongesidis-

** Peterson, Richard E., On a Typology of College Students (Princeton:
Educdtional Testing Service, 1965) pp. 33-39. See also Gottlieb and Hodgkins

.in Yamamoto, ed., op. cit.

12
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..like-for ori'ginal,research. The group h9lding the philosophy that an intrinsic'

10

value of going to college is social growth took one 9sition that was mp,e

extreme than positions taken by the other two' roups. The Collegiate group

indicated the st pniest *lief in the idea that college students should be

.allowed freedOm to choose subjectS of study according to their interests. Data

for fourth student subCul,ture,' the nonconformists, were not analyzed because

, only, fifteen students subscribed to that philosophyi.

45
Ente-ring students expect a fair amdUnt of competition for grades in college

and many predict that'course work will be a major problem 'for them., Happily,

fifteen percent ofithe entering resident freshmen,do not anticipate'any major

problems...rAs noted below., academic work and self-distovery,.which are viewed,

as potential 'problems 6or some freshmen, are also common sources of personal'
g 1.

satisfaction.

.4

EXPECTED GREATEST PROBLEM

Course Content 443.2
No big problems 15.4
,Self discovery 11.8

. Personal Rela- I
tionships 9.5

Finances 6.3
Choosing' a major, 6.1
Other 7.7

SOURCE OF GREATEST PERSO
SATISFACTION

Self .discovery'

Major Courses ,

Course Work,

Friendship's 16

Acquaintances
Individual Study
Social Life
Extra Curricdlar
Activities

LONG RANGE PLANS

C

34.2

18.4
8.8

7.3

3.4

2.9'

A number of questions on the CSQ addres;ed the long rAnge'ambitions of studenis.,.

Responses reflect the heterogeneity of entering freshmen. The post iireferyd

occupational lifestyle among students sampled was -a profe sio =1 life. More,tban a

fourth-of the students indicated al
- e

y wanted professional care such as doctors

r lawyers. The academic life (teaching, research, scholarly, work as the ,second,
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most Nopular career field,. chosen by 19Y- of the respondents. 'A close third life-
.

style was a career Le the creative arts, followed by a preference for home and

family life and the business world. Responses to the question, "What type of

organization would you prefer to.work in?" yielded even more fragmented responses.

Educational institutions, were marked by 217 Of the r*egiondentstas the most Ai esi-

rable place 6o work. LaYge firms were preferred by about 157, of the studetUs

and 11' wanted their own professional offices. As for personal and family plans, a

full 917 of the resident freshmen indicated they want to have children and most
1

of those would life two children. More women want both a family life and a

career than all other alternatives combined. About 12Z of the/Women surveyed',

indicated they wanted to be housewives.

The preceeding section combines all resident freshmen and pres9hts the most

common responses to selected questions in an attempt to illustrate. the great

variety f data now available,from the CS(. Refinement of the data by breaking

items down into subgroups allows a more careful apalysisof student characteristics.

'Examination of data according to subgroups would allow for such hypothetical studies

e-s :

A

, -

= How do freshmen whO want to be remembered as brillant students
differ from those wanting to be remembered for leadership or
popularity?-

do;UNC-G freshmen compare w th freshmen ehtering other
universities on various aaracte istics?.

- Are students who have working mothe more independent than
their Teers whose mothers stayed home

- How do students Who think grades are important differ from

those taking a more casual attitude toward academic grading?

TheCSQ affords an opportaniey for investiggtion of these and many more questions

with relative ease.
0.

(
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SECTION II: SCALE SCORES '/

The CSQ is a powerful tool for measuring student chafacteristics beca se .it
4 . #.

contains both demographic and attitudinal information. While demographie data

are relatively easy to interpret - either a person is an only child, or /isnr
1

,,,,

/

attitudelp asurement is, more subl&e. *Seven scales on the CSQ measure s rengths of

f I,certain attitudes and characterislics_acCording to responses on various queStions.
,f)
./1

The CSQ descriptions/of a student fan be compared to a kaleidoscop: wlicAe

images take different shapes according to the 'Vey the 209 pieces fall Ogether..

.

, The center of the image is determined by the biographical inventory in or atioft

which in turn,affects the entire configuration. The way the outside edges fall

together is outlined by the scales which pull together 64 related bits of

information into seven scores. The scores are useful in comparing personality

characteristics of groups of students; they are not meaningful for individuals.

Thus, the CSQ givesgives educators the ability to study the relationship - between various

,demogriphic aracteristics and attitudes.

4

Scale scores are graphically presented for selected variables to illustiate

the utility of scales in comparing groups of students. Each variable'is plotted

on a graph which indicates the national average score distributions for all

university students taking the CSQ. The 50th Percentile equivalent line signifies

the normative score for all, uqiversity students on each of the scales. The scale/

scores have been interpolated to standard scores having a 0 - 100 range with 50 being

the_average score. The seven scales, which are fully described in the Appendix, are:

FI - Family Independence
PI - Peer Independence
L - Liberalisdi
SC - Social Conscience
CS - Cultural Sophistication
MG - Motivation for Grades
FS - Family Social Status

15
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CSQ SCALE SCORES BY STUDENT SUBCUI161 E -
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Vocational: Education is for career training

--Academic: Education is for the pursuit of knowledge

Collegiate: Education is.for social development
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olnimNonconformist: Education is to promote social change

Significant differencesbetween the mean scores for the four groups occur for peer
independence (p=.05), cultural sophistication (p=.01), motivatiOn for grades (p=.01) and
family social status (p=.01). The vocational groupexhibits more dependence on parents
(though not significantly more), a lower level of cultural sophistication, a.relptively
high motivation for grades and lower family social status than the other groups. At the
other extreme Is the nonconformiSt who is quite independent of family and friends, more
culturally' sophisticated, has 1°4 motivation for grades and comes from a family of rela-
tively high social status. The collegiate group exhibits the strongdst dependence on
peel's and ha; the highest mpanscore on family social status.
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Males land females taking the CSQ had significantly different mean scores on family
independence" (p=.05), motivation for gradesc(=.01) and social conscience (p=.01). Women
end to be more dependent on their 'families and to exhibit a higher degree of social con-
sciousness and motivation for grades than men. Other differences, though not significant,
suggest thdt freshmen males tend to be free from the influence df friends, more liberal and
from families with higher social status than their female peers.
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Work

s/ . ,

Students preferring structured academic work have lower mean scores on all scales
except motivation for grades:' The differences between the two groups are significant on
family independence at th p=.05 level. On liberalism, social conscience and cultural
sophistication, differe ces are signifiCant at the p=.01 level.'Thus, those preferri4ng
independent work are re independent rom parents, more liberal, exhibit highd social-con-
sciousness and nifre sophistication thfh

l
their peers preferring structured work.
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CSQ SCALE SCORES BY INDEPENDENCE FROM PARENTS
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Students' judgments of how independent they are from their familiei produced signifi-
cant differences at the p=.01 level.on four scales: family independence, peer independence,
liberalism and cultural sophistication. 'Those who believe themselves to be fairly inde-
pendent from parents are also relatively independent from friends, more liberal and culturally
-more sophistic'ated than those dependent on parents.

..1

CSQ scALt,ScoREs BY INTENTION TO ATTEND GRADUATE SCHOOL

.
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Whether or not a student is planning on graduate
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school elicits significantly different
mean scores on peer ihdependence.(p=.05)' and cultural sophistication (p=.1). Those who have
not considered graduate school tend to be the most independent in terms of peer groups. Those
who do tot plan to go to graduate school have the greatest dependence on peers. Studentsplanning on graduate school are-culturally more ophisticated than others. They ais ear
to be more highly motivated for grades, though differences in the means are not signi0 fitaappnt.
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CONCLUSION

Why gather data on students beyond the statistical information necessa y

for the University to function? Information provided by the CSQ allows studied

which go beyond questions traditionally answered by data collected to fulfill
v,

external reporting obligations. For example, indications on,_how UNC-G can
ti

continue to attract capable students` may be answeredin part by analyzing'what

top students expect from college. Studies of educational and vocational plans

of students are possible. Student performance and retention can be linked with

CSQ items to gain additional insight into factors affecting academic success or

student retention. Furthermore, all items collected on UNC-G students can be

compared.. to national student ndrms.

Af
The two parts of the CSQ provide a substantial data bane from which to

study student charactbristics and attitudes. The CSQ Part I, discussed in

this paper, solicits biographical and attitudinal information on students en-

,.taring UNC-G. Part II of the questionnaire, which is administered at the end

.
.of the freshmen -01, subsequent year, has two fuhctiofis: (1) to measure st6dent

\,
.

\
satisfaction with various aspects of the college experience; (2) to assess

effect of exposure top college on students. The two instruments collect over-

lapping biographical and attitudinal information. Use of both parts of the CSQ

can provide-baeline.data for noting changes in the attitudes of groups of,

students .ora test-retest basis at different points in tAme. .We currently,6arve

available 500 copies of the CSQ Part II apdwould hope to administer this instru-

ment to seniors at ,the end of the Spring semester so as to fully utilize the

complementary nature of the two instruments.

Q

A



APPENDIX

CSQ SAMPLE

b

The method of recruitment employed to enlist participants taking the CSQ

accounts for some selection bias in the sampan. Because tespondents were able

to sign up for testing only during
. .

orientation week, the,final sample was not

.;k

representative of the entering freshman class at UNc-G. Nevertheletl those

who did agree to participate provide an accurate description of the reident

freshman'at UNC-: the 17-18 year old full-time student living in a dormitory:

The table below compares the CSQ sample with the 1975 entering freshman class

on selected characteristics.
,

Comparison of CSQ Respondents With Fall 1975 Entering Freshmen

CSQ Respondents (n=496) 1975 Freshmen (n=1312)
Male Female , Male Female

N %

Total 62 12.5

Living Arran.
Dorm 47 75.8
Town 15 24:2

Age
17 or less 11 17.7
18 44 71.0
19 5 8.1
20 1 1.6
21+ 1 1.6

Enrollment
Status

eFillltime 62 100.0
Part-time o, 7

Marital Status
401 Single 62 100.0

Married 0 -

N % li

434 87.5 311

4

406-1 93.5. 171
28 6.5 140

98 22.6 10

318 73.3 183
7 1.6 79

2 0.2 18

e
9 1.8 la

425 97.9 294
9 2.1 3

456, 98.3 305

8 7' 1.7 3

% N %

14.5 1069 77.5

55.0 854 79.5
45.0 215 20.1

3.2 17 1,6
59.4 .793 75.7
25.6 ,181 17.3
5.8 20 1.9
5.8 37 3.5

99.G 996 98.1 '

1.0 19 1.9

99.0 1017 k\77 -0

1.0 31 3.0
N.

2©



The under-representation of town students, males, and, fo a lesser extent,

older freshmen is-readily apparent from the table. Consequently, caution
A

should be used in generalizing results of this testing to the entire freshman

class, A comparison of the dormitory residents by sex of the entire freshmen

class and the CSQ respondents indicates closer-correspondence between the sample

and the total population.
o

DORMITORY RESIDENTS BY SEX: FRESHMAN'CLASS AND CSQ RESIDENT FRESHMEN

tt

CSQ Sample - All Freshmen
% N

Male 43 9.7 171 16.7

Female 399 90.3 xa. 854 83.3

442 100.0 1025 100.0otal

The nUmber of respondents is sufficiently large that reliable judgments about

the educational experiences and attitudes of the subpopulation of dormitory freshmen

can be made on the basis of t }ie resident freShmen in the'CSQ sample.

, .

,An individual, researcher must decide whether the sample he considers should
, 7-----

. V - .

, .

consist of only resident freshmen, of only resident students or of the entire, 'group

of yolunteer, respondents. An ana s of scale scores for dotmitory and tOwn.stu entS

(non-freshmen included) 5kielded only one significant difference. Dorm students

exhibited significantly higher motivation for grdes than their peers off campus. (p=.05)

Furthermore, the scale scores, of resident freshmen compared-to the scale scores of all
4s.

others'in the sample revealed the same ffndingl dorm freshmen, were more pighly.
- .

motivate for grades t4pn others in the sample at the p=.01 significance level.

4

All oner mean scale scores showed no other real differences between the two. groups.

these results cannot be interpeted to mean that the only difference betWeen

a 1

freshmen and non - freshmen or between dorm residents/1nd commuters is in motivation for

grades. The scale scares merely indicate that no differences showed up in this sample

which was heavily biased towards freshmen in university housing.
a

21
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CSQ DEFINITION OF STUDENT SUBCULTURES

VOCATIONAL: This philosophy emphasizes education
essentially as preparation for an occupational future. Social
or purely intellectuyl phases of campus life \are relatively
Tess important, although certainly not ignored. Concern
with extracurricular activities and college traditions it
relatively small Persons holding this philosophy arc usually
quite committed "to particular fields tif study and are in
college priirmrily to obtain training for careers in their
chosen fields.

ACADEMIC: This philosophy, while it does not ignore
career preparation, assigns greatest importance to scholarly
pursuit of knowledge and understanding whercysr the

pursuit may lead This philosophy entails serious involve-
ment in course work or independent study beyond the
minimum required Social life and organized extracurricular
activities arc relatively unimportant. Thus, while other
aspects of college life are not to be forsaken, this philosophy
attaches greatest importance to interest in ideas, pursuit of
knowledge, and cuttivation of the intellect.

COJ.LEGIATE: I his philosophy holds that besides occupa-
tional training and/or scholarly endeavor an important part
of college life exists outside the classroom, laboratory, and
library. Extracurricular activities, living-group functions,
athletics, social life, rewarding friendships, and loyalty to
college trdditionspa're important elements in one's college
experience and necessary to the cultivation of the well -

rounded person. Thus, while not excluding academic
activities, this philosophy emphasizes the importapce of
the extracurricular tide of college life.

t4'

NONCONFORMIST: This is a philosophy held by the student
who either eoesciously rejects commonly eld.value orien-
tations in favor of his own, or who has not really decided
what is to be valued and is in a sense searching for meaning
in life. There is often deep involvement with ideas and art
forms shin the classroom and in -sources (often highly
origin7d ant individualistic) in 'the wider society. There is
little interest in business or professional careers; in fact,
there may be a definite rejection of this kind Of aspiration.

. Many facets of the college orgadized extracurricular activi-
ties, athletics, traditions, the college administration- are
ignored or viewed with disdain. In short, this philosophy_
may emphasize individualisticinterests and styles, concern,
for personal identity and, often, contempt for many aspects
of organized society.

22
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CST SCALE SCORES

CSQ scale scores are, computed by adding together responses on scale items.

All scales except Family h.r al Status are-comOosed of ten questions each having

four possible responses. The range of scores on these six scales is 10 to 40.

Family Social Status is composed of four

for each question. Family Social Status

questions with

has a range of

the items making up each scale score follows.

FAMILY SOCIAL STATUS

108. Which of the following categories comes closest to your
father's occupation? If your father is retired, deceased,
or unemployed, indicate his former or customary
occupation. (Mark only one)

1. Unskilled worker, laborer, farm worker
2: Semiskilled worker (e g., machine operator)
3. Service worker (policeman, fireman, barber,

noncommissioned officer, etc.)
4. Skilled worker or craftsman (carpenter, electrician,

plumber, etc.)
5: Salesman, bookkeeper, secretary, office worker, etc.
6. Owner, manager, partner of a small business;

lower level governmental official; military com-
missioncd officer

7. Profession requiring a bachelor's degree (engineer,
elementary or secondary teacher, etc.)

8. Owner, high-level executive-large business or
high-level government agency

9. Professional requiring an advanced college degree
(doctor,awyer; college professor, etc.)

113. What islyour best estimate of the total income last year
of your parental family (not your own family if you are
married)? Consider annual income from all sources
before taxes.

1. Less than 54,000
2. 54,000 to 55,999
3. $6,000 to $7,999
4. $8,000 to $9,999
5. $10,000 to $13,999
6. $14,000 to S19,999
7. $10,000 to $25,999
8. $26,0004o $3J,999
9. Over $32,000

Father' occupation weighted three

The range for family social status is from

nine possible responses

6 to 54. A display of

115. 1-low much formal education does (did) your father have?
Indicate only the highest level (i.e., mark only one of
the nine alternatives).

1. No formal schooling or some grade school only
2. Finished grade school
3. Some high (secondary) school
4. Finished high school
5. Business or trade school
6. Some college
7. Finished college (four years)
8. Attended graduate or professional school (e.g.,

law or medical school) but did notattitinowngteduate *
. or professional degree

9. Attained a graduate or professional degree (e.g.,
MA, PhD, MD)

116. Indicate the extent of your mother's formal education.
Use the alternatives in the preceding question. (Mark
only one)

and the other items are counted once.

six to fifty-four. Students must

respond to the question on father's occupation and two out oE the remaining three

items in order_to compute alamily Social Status scale score for each individual.

23
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Family Independence

148. During the coming year, how often do you plan to see
your parents?

1. Every day or almost every day
2. About once a week
3. During hdlidays and/or occasional weekchds
4. Only during summer vacation or not at all

r49. Could you become so absorbed in some kind of activity
that you would lose interest in your family?

1. Definitely not; impossible
2. Extremely unlikely
31 Some probability
4. Quite or very possible

150. Would you agree that a person should generally consider
the of his parental family as a whole more im-
port nt than his own needs?

1. Strongly agree ,
2. Agrcc, but not strongly
3. Disagree, but not strongly

, 4. Strongly disagree ,

151. Would you agree that members of your family should
, hold fairly similar religious beliefs?

4 I. Stronglfagree
2. Agrcc, but not strongly
3. Disagree, but not strongly
4. Strongly disagree

152. Would you dcscribc your family as:

I. Very closely united
2. Fairly closely united
3. Not particularly united
4: Very disunited

153. Many parents take a grcat deal of interest in whist their
sons and daughters do. How important is it to you that
you satisfy your parents' wishes?

I. Very important
2. Fairly important
3. Moderately important
4. Not very important

I

#

A-5

.
154. Do you Seel that in the last year or so you have been

growing closer to your family or further away from it?.
1. Much closer
2. Slightly closer ti
3. Slightly away
4. Much furthcr away

.155. Do you consult with your parents when you are faced
with important personal decisions?

1. I almost always do
2. 1 usually do
3. I occasionally do
4. I rarely do

156. Do you feel that you should consult with your parents
on important ptysohal matters?

1. I feel that I definitely should
2. I feel that I probably should
3. I have no particular feelings one way or thc other
4. Generally speaking, no ,

157. How dcpcndcnt on or independent of your parents do
you consider yourself to be at thc present time?

1. Quite depcndent
2. Somewhat dependent
3:-Fairly independent

. 4. Very indcpendent

24
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1581 As you think IS ack over-this past academic yza'r,
o. much of your non-class time per week (including the:

weekerTd) would you say you spent in casual convcrsa-
lions with fried& or acquaintances?

0
1. Sixteen or more hours
2:Eleven to fifteen hours
3. Six to ten hours
4. One to five hours

0
159. Other than on dates or with your spouse, do you

gencrlly pursue leisure time and recQeational activities
Vriqvies, exhibits, hobbies, etc.) with a group of friends
Q r by yourself or with one friend? 0

1. Almost always with a group of friends
12. Usually with a group of friends

<3. Usually by myself or with one friend
4. Almost always by myself or with one friend

9

160. With regard to the arts, would youtay that the pref-
erences and tastes of most of your acquaintances are
similar to your own tastes.?

1. Ycs, their tastes in the arts are very similar to
my own

2. Their tastes are fairly similar to mine
3. Mine are different in a number of respects

- 4 No, their preferences tend to be quite different ---
fromfrom mine

.11.-- e" .C.;. 1.....

... ' ..:- 4".4"..4.,'- ; - 4
: . _., ..,:.-.. , -

* §.,641 ;oft'41K,963 48.t ignore t..e 4), ;_.-" ".".-
I'S %,,ybc.-0 4nyingacticomplish
rigtei y404'

'. 4.140, ry-
0 0 0 Rare c' 9 ,2

161. As a cltcription of yourself, how accurate is the follow-
ing statement, "1 am one in a group of close friends,
and we do most things together"?

1. Very accurate
2. Fairly accurate
3, ticularly accurate.

Definite inaccurate

162. How often do you aintain a point of view despite
other students losing pa nee with you?

1. Rarely
2. Occasionally
3.' Quite often
4. Very often

9

0

3

a45-

()kV& . : .
4. Yek9, s:tiailently

.
Do youtenqiitIly like to dO.t.hi
without, regai.0414.what other
may think?

1.'1Daiinitly no . .

No, not usually
3. Ycs, most of ilk time
4. D 'tely yes
0

Do you generally consult with clbsc friends while yOu
are in the precess of' making some fairly important
decision?

1. Almost always
2. Usually I do
3. Seldom
4. Almost never

0-.1

C./

in your own $/.ay and,/
students around you

0

ft

166. pinfd you become so absorbed in some kind of activity
that you would lose interest in what your good, friends
were doing?

1. Definitely not; imposble
2. Extremely unlikely
3. Some probability
4. Quite or very possible

167. Before you do something, do you try to consider how
your friends will react to it?

1. Yes, I always do
2. Yes, I usually do
3. Sometimes I do
4. No, usually not
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Liberalism

l71. Do you consider your political point of view to be
generally:

1. Quitc conservative
2. Fairly conservative
3. Fairly liberal
4. Very libeial

17rtould you agree that the government should have the
right to prohibit certain groups of persons who disagree
with our form of government from holding peaceable
public mectingi?

1. Strongly
2. Agree, but not strongly%
3.Disagree4 bill not strongly
4. Strongly disagree

176. Do you agree that police arc unduly hampered in their
efforts to apprehend criminals v,hen they have to have
a warrant to search a house?

1. Strongly agree'
2. Agree, but not strongly
3. Disagree, but not strongly
4. Strongly disagree-

-
179. Do you agree or disagree with the belief that capita

punishment (the death penalty) should be abolished?
1. Strongly disagree,
2. Disagrec,.but not strongly
3. Agree, but not strongly
4. Strpngly agree

182. Wodll you agree or disagree that the governmentshout do more than it is presently doing to sec thateveryone gets adequate medical care?
I. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree, but not strongly
3. Agrcc, but not strongly
4. Strongly agree

(0)

185. Would you agree or disagree that legislative committees
should not investigate the political beliefs or college or
university faculty members?

1. Strongly disagree
. 2. Disagree, but not strongly

3. Agree, but not strongly
4. Strongly agree

188. Do you agree or disagree that labor unions these days
are doing the country,more harm than gobd?

1. Strongly agree (they are doing the country more
harm than good)

'2. Agree, but not strongly
3. Disagree, but not strongly
. Strongly disagree

4

192. Would you agree or disagree that conscientious objectors .////
should be excused from military service in wartime?

I. Strongly disagree'
2. Disagree, but not strongly
3. Agree, but not strongly
4. Strongly agree

194. Do you. agree or disagree with tie contention that the
welfare state tends to destroy individual initiative?
41. Strongly agree
2. Agree, burnot strongly
3. Disagree, but not strongly
4. Strongly disagree

200. Do you agree or disagree with tkebelief that individual
liberties and justice under law are not possible in socialistcountries?

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree, but not strongly
3. Disagree, but not strongly
4. Strongly disagree

26
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-. Social Conscience

172. Do you become indignant when you read that a high
government official has taken money or gifts in return
for favors?

1. No
2. Cannot say
3. Mildly indignant
4. Very indignant

174. how strongly do you feel that something must be done
soon about the rising tide of juvenile crime in this
country? .

I. I do not feel that the "problem" is as serious as
the question makes it out to be

7,. 1 have not given this matter sufficient thought to say
3. Fairly strongly
4. Very strongly

175. Arc you concerned about the extent to which economic
poverty still exists in the United States (e.g., the fact,
that in 1966 about one-fifth of American families earned
under 54000 a year)?

I. In my opinion this, is not a matter for concern
2. I have not given this matter sufficient thought to say
3. Mildly concerned
4. Highly concerned

177. Are, yoll concerned that persons who are not white-
.

Anglo-Saxon Protestant stem to have somewhat less
opportunity in America?

1. In my opinion this is a- phony complaint or for
othe reason not a matter for concern

XI have not given this matter sufficient thought to say
3. Mildly concerned',
4. Highly concerned

08. Are you disturbed 'about what.appcars to be a growing
preoccupation with money and material possessions
throughout this country accompanied by a declining
concern for national aims, spiritual values, and other
moral considerations?

1: No, or th,F, assumption made in this question is
istaken
n not sty

3. Mildly diNrbed
4. Very much disturbed

181. Are you concerned about the Many elderly people in
the U.S. who .are left alone to live "on crumbs of x

welfare measur
41 4

I. In my opihion this is a phony problem or for
other reason not a matter for concern

2. I have not given this matter sufficient thought to say
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3. Mildly concerned
4. Highly concerned

' 186. Would you be upset at the sight of children looking at
obscene printed material at a magazine stand (or.
elsewhere)?

1. No
2. Cannot say
3. Mildly upset
4. Very much upset

189. Do you feel that the decision to drop an atomic bomb
on the city of Hiroshima was ri or wrong?

1...Strongly feel that the deci wits right
2. I think that the decision was right, but my feelings

on .this matter are not strong
3. I think that the decision was wrong, but my feelings

are not strong
4. Strongly feel that the decision was wrong

191. Are you diiturbed when you hear of confessions of
extensive rigging of bids or rigging or "administering"
of prices in some essential industry in the U.S.?

I am not aisturbed by these activities
2. Don't really undttstand whatis Involved
3. Mildly disturbed .

4. Greatly disturbed '

193. How would you feel (or have you felt) when first hearing
about a lynching somewhere in the United States (which
happened as recently as 1959-to a man named Parker)?

1. Indifferent, or my reaction would depend on who
.was lyncled

'2. I'm not certain it
3. Mildly shocked,
4. Highly tutraged
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Cultural Sophistication

1.80. Would you (or do you) enjoy participating in, or listening
to, a discussion of philosophies of history?

1. I definitely would not
2. I probably would not
3. I probably would
4. I definitely would

183. How frequently do you discuss foreign films with your
acquaintances?

1. Never
arcly
ccasionally-\

4. Quite frequently ,
"

184. How interested arc you iq modern art?

1. No interest whatsoever
2. Slightly interested
3. Quite interested
4. Very much interested

187. How many of the following-have you
Joyce, Leo Tolstoy, Thomas Mann?

1. None
2. One
3. Two
4. Three.

read: James"

190. How much pleasure do you usually experience when
listening to good live performances of classical music?

1. None or very little
2. A moderate amount
3. Quite a bit
4. A great deal-

of

1

195. Dp you enjoy reading poetry?

1. No, I dislike pcx;try
2. Not very much 4
3. Yes, to some extent
4. Yes, very much

A-9

196. How much would you say you know about the history
of painting?

1. Almost nothing
2. A small amount
3. A modcratc amount
4. A good deal

1197. How many times during the past year, or so have you
gone to an evening lecture on some serious topic (other
than required lectures)?

1.,Not akall
2. Once or twice
3. Three or four times
4. Five or more times

199. Can you say tlliat in the past year or so you have reacted
to some work of art (e.g., a painting, sculpturc,musical
performance) with deep and intense personal feeling?

1. No
2. I don't think so
3. Yes, several times (-
4. Yes, quite a number of times

.>198. How many books do you yourself own (nor inc dingtextbooks for your present courses, but counting seriouspaperbacks)?

I. Less Than ten
2. Tcn to 30
3. 31 to 75
4. More than 75L.
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Motivation For Grades

65. During your secondaryschool years didyou 'receive any
honors or awards for scholarly achievement?

1. No
2. Yes, one or two
3. Ycs, three or four
4. Five or more

A -10 1

ytt83. Did you try harder to'get on (and stay on) the honor roll
or merit list than the average student in your high
school class?

1. Definitely not
2. Usually not .-

l3- Usually yes
4. Definitely yes

76. Did most of your high school teachers probably think 84. Do you tend to give up or delay on uninterestingof you as one of their hardest workers even though not
assignments?necessarily one of the brightest?

I. Definitely not
2. No, by and large
3. Yes, by and large
'4. Definitely yes

77. Did other interests (sports, extracurricular activities, or
hobbies) prevent you from obtaining an excellent rating
or mark ftr effort in your high school work?

1. Fairly often
2. Occasionally
3. Rarely
4. Never, or alinost never

78. Compared with most of your classmates, how much
would you say you studied during your senior yeari in
high school?

.1. I studiedinuch less than mpst of my classmates
2. I studied slightly less than most of them
3. I studied slightly more than'most of them
4. I studied much more than most of my classmates

81. Do you think your fellow studentS'in high school thought
of you as a hard worker?

1. Definitely not
2. Generally not
3. Generally yes
4. Definitely yes

0.

I. Fairly often
2. Occasionally
3. Rarely
4. Never, or almost never

85. In terms of your own personal satisfaction, how much
importance do ybu attach to getting good grades?

1. None or not much
2. A moderate amount
3. Quite a bit
4. A great deal

88. Did you regard yourself as a more consistent and harda
worker in your classroom assignments than the typical
studerit in your high school classes?

I. Definitely not
2. Generally not
3. Generally yes
4. Definitely yes

.84. Ilow.well do you, feel you learned how to study inhigh school?

1. Didn't learn to study at all
2.4 learned relatively little about hoW to study
3. I learned fairly well
4. I learned very well
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